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ABSTRACT 

 

A natural disaster is a standard marvel by which the living just as nonliving 

elements have a place with the earth is enduring normally. The person does not 

have the ability to absolutely remove the natural catastrophe yet the main 

thing Human can do is, it can foresee natural cataclysm and find a way to 

forestall it. There are numerous innovations accessible to anticipate and 

forestall the natural cataclysm. In this paper, we are utilizing Wireless Sensor 

Networking (WSN) innovation for anticipating and forestalling the flooding 

condition. WSN is favored because of its cost adequacy, quicker exchange of 

information, and exact calculation of the required parameter for flood 

expectation and counteraction. Another excellence of the WSN innovation is 

that we could process the necessary parameter by thinking about not many 

natural parameters. In this paper, a review is done on flood forecast and 

anticipation through wireless sensor networks. 

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networking (WSN), Flood prediction, Flood 

Modeling, Sensor, Computational Node. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Flood is a sort of natural cataclysm. In a casual 

manner, flood can be blend of stream and odd 

methods a run of the mill odd progression of surplus 

water causes flood. The fundamental driver of flood is 

the hydrological condition [15] of release of 

overwhelming precipitation fall and the colossal 

water. The other related reason is metrological 

condition for example inopportune cycle and tempest. 

The arranging issue for example poor waste, high 

siltation in stream, breaking of the dikes, spilling of 

floodwaters over them additionally adds to the 

flooding circumstance. The geological condition for 

example streams of water from neighboring states, 

stream of waterway over the state and the land 

condition up somewhat are the factor of flooding 

condition. In created nation like US, Japan and so on 

the flooding issue is limited fundamentally and don't 

influence much because of accessibility of crisis 

framework. Be that as it may, in creating nation like 

India, Brazil and so on it is enduring a great deal 

during flood.  

 

Taking the state Odisha, as an example the financial 

misfortune for the year 2013 is perceptible. In Odisha, 

Flood circumstance is a problematic circumstance 

which happens consistently, to state routinely and 
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washes away the economy of Odisha. The greater part 

of the locale are influenced by flood. In 2013 Odisha 

has confronted a resulting flood circumstance because 

of typhoon Phailin. From this point of view, the 

battle with flooding for poor people and creating 

nations presents an encouraging issue that we can't 

overlook just while promising an answer that is all 

around material.  

 

Flood recognition and avoidance is an over the top 

expensive procedure in ongoing system .Current 

strategies add to the trouble with the requirement for 

costly gear, brought together and computationally 

troublesome flood location plans. The flood 

cautioning framework utilized in the created world 

are costlier and relies upon the master hydrologists 

who screen constant information 24 hours per day 

and run refined computational models at a brought 

together area. These sorts of assets are exorbitant and 

illogical for poor districts just as creating nation. 

Floods closes with the loss of various lives and leaves 

the  

 

flooded zone with enormous devastation of property 

consistently, particularly the fury of flood in poor 

people and creating nations is generally observable, 

where individuals are the casualty of the natural 

forgiveness.  

 

A ton of procedures has been created which could 

assist us with minimizing the harm through early 

disaster forecasts. In conveying a forecast model in 

the provincial regions, there are various extreme 

constraints of assets like cash, power and gifted labor 

[1]. This rouses us to use crafted by data 

correspondence innovation and sensor network to 

tackle the networks to defeat a few issues related with 

creating and poor nation for battling with the flood. 

This could likewise help in a manner to adjust the 

insignificant cost prerequisite and restricted 

computational force with high dependability of both 

the framework and calculation.  

 

In this paper we have portrayed diverse research take 

a shot at flood expectation and avoidance through 

wireless sensor network (WSN). The recently worked 

paper on flood expectation utilizing a WSN and other 

relative papers strengthen us the various approaches 

to anticipate (flood forecast).These reference papers 

are giving the thoughts how to limit its damaging 

impacts of flood on Human being to spare the lives 

and property by utilizing a the recently advanced 

innovation called as Wireless Sensor Network. 

Particularly in our proposed work WSN is considered 

for the flood forecast and its impact minimization in a 

creative manner. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A dependable computational model that could battle 

with the flood in creating and poor nations is our 

fundamental concern. We are depicting diverse 

research work that is conveying wireless sensor 

network (WSN). There are various models, the 

distinctive vitality proficiency models, diverse 

networking game plan of wireless sensor networks. 

These rouse us in setting up a most proficient model 

for foreseeing and forestalling flood.  

 

A. Flood Alarming  

 

Seal et al.[1] presents an estimating model structured 

utilizing WSNs( Wireless Sensor Networks). This 

model assists with anticipating flood in streams 

utilizing basic and quick figurings to give ongoing 

outcomes and spare the lives of individuals who 

might be influenced by the flood by ringing an alert. 

The progression of work can be appeared by them as 

in the stream chart given beneath.  

 

 
Fig.1 The procedure stream outline of [1] 
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Here the creator utilized numerous variable vigorous 

straight relapse which is straightforward and basic 

and savvy in usage, is speed proficient. It has low 

assets use but then gives ongoing forecasts solid 

precision, along these lines having highlights, which 

are attractive in any true calculation.  

The model is free of the number of parameters, for 

example, any sort, and any number of parameters 

might be included or expelled put together with 

respect to site necessities. The ascent in water level is 

spoken to by utilizing a polynomial from which the 

surpassing of the flood line sooner rather than later 

can be resolved. In this paper, a period of multiplier 

work is utilized distinctly to choose the time stretch 

between two progressive readings.  

 

The focal hub is referenced in this model yet it isn't 

considered. This model is just foreseeing the flooding 

circumstance and cautioning individuals about flood 

by ringing the alert yet it has no job in forestalling the 

flooding circumstance. In this paper, they have kept 

the productive vitality utilization part for future work.  

 

B. Honduras Flood Detection  

 

Basha et al. [2] introduced a concise depiction of the 

usage of the sensor network in Honduras for the early 

discovery of flood and caution the network. They 

have broken down on the essentialness on sensor 

networks in creating nations, sensor networks for 

flood discovery, and the accessible current 

operational frameworks for flood recognition. This 

paper examined the flood location issue of caution 

networks in looming disasters rapidly gets mind-

boggling because of its multifaceted nature. They 

considered the flood identification issue in Honduras 

and proposed an answer. Utilizing wireless sensor 

network (WSN), they isolated the arrangement into 

four errands (occasion forecast, authority notice, 

network caution, and network departure) between 

CTSAR (name of NGO) and themselves. They have 

led various tests to approve the proposed arrangement. 

On the correspondence side, they checked the ease of 

use of the 144 MHz radios. They tried it with the 

different extents fundamental for the framework to 

guarantee the correspondence over those reaches.  

 

To convey at these extents dependably, the radio 

recieving wires need view high noticeable all around, 

which requires reception apparatus towers and 

restricts the capacity to test this bit of the framework 

in the US. This paper says that the wireless sensor 

networks can be an ideal innovation to be conveyed 

for battling with the flood in a poor and creating 

nations.  

 

In this paper Bash, et al has given a reasonable 

thought on the various circumstances of flood 

location issues and utilized various kinds of sensors in 

flood identification.  

 

C. Early Flood Warning System  

 

Basha et al. [3] portrays a framework engineering and 

sent to meet the plan prerequisites and to permit 

model-driven control for streamlining the expected 

capacity of the framework. This engineering is 

utilized to investigate the use of waterway flood 

forecast and it is portraying the work on a brought 

together type of the expectation model, network 

usage, part testing and foundation advancement in 

Honduras, sending on a stream in  

 

Massachusetts, and aftereffects of the field tests. In 

this framework, a couple of a number of hubs are sent 

across a waterway bowl and an exceptional 

heterogeneous correspondence framework is utilized 

for perusing continuous detected information, 

incorporating self-observing for disappointment, and 

adjusting estimation timetables to catch occasions.  

 

They proposed a model (Fig.2) and a proficient 

calculation for flood forecast that utilizes information 

from the hubs of a spatially circulated sensor network. 

They have arranged this model regarding Sacramento 

Soil Moisture Accounting (SACSMA), which is a 

http://www.ijsrset.com/
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proficient model that can distinguish flood effectively, 

yet SAC-SMA is over the top expensive which 

couldn't be moderate for a creating nation to be 

utilized for flood discovery. This methodology is 

computationally easier than ordinary ways to deal 

with flood demonstrating and forecast, using constant 

information from various sensor hubs. This tallies the 

benefit of this model over SAC-SMA.  

 

 
Fig.2 Idealized sensor network comprising of two 

correspondence levels and four hub types; 

correspondence ranges not to scale [3] 

 

Gather information through sensor hub Compute the 

estimation of the coefficient for the relapse condition 

Use the coefficient for the expectation Community 

Send the outcome They utilized the numerous 

straight relapse models for flood determining which 

gives precise and quick calculation which adds to 

further its potential benefit. The model is just 

founded on precipitation driven flood so to anticipate 

flooding, a model requires realizing how much 

downpour falls and what the dirt's time subordinate 

reaction to the precipitation will be. The model 

requires subtleties of the dirt piece, geology and land 

spread, alongside meteorological conditions and 

hydro-meteorological amounts, for example, soil 

dampness. There is an excessive number of 

parameters that should be detected by sensors. This 

shows various distinctive sort of sensors are should be 

utilized which infers the cost and convoluted 

calculation. This is the downside of this model.  

 

D. Nearby and Remote Sensing  

 

Hughes et al. [4] portrayed that harm because of the 

flood is associated with the notice time declared for a 

flood occasion. They arranged a crossbreed of the 

nearby and remote sensor networks. For instance, 

neighbourhood calculation can be utilized to give 

opportune alerts to nearby partners and a blend of 

nearby and remote calculation can educate 

adjustment regarding the sensor network to keep up 

ideal execution. The wireless sensor network for flood 

notice is equipped for coordinating with remote 

fixed-network lattices for computationally 

concentrated flood demonstrating purposes and 

performs nearby flood displaying by sorting out itself 

as a neighbourhood framework [4]. 

 

The creator proposed the GridStix sensor stage which 

utilizes ground-breaking implanted equipment, 

heterogeneous wireless networking advancements, 

and cutting edge lattice middleware to execute a 

versatile WSN. It serves as a lightweight network, 

permitting hubs to deliver information to remote 

fixed frameworks, yet in addition to performing 

neighborhood matrix calculations. They additionally 

portray about the utilization of nearby calculation 

which can be utilized to  

 

(i) advise framework adjustment dependent on the 

ecological condition, for example, flood information 

and force observing  

 

(ii) bolster various sensors for example by utilizing an 

Image-based stream expectation. The stream rate and 

surface speed can be determined dependent on a 

progression of pictures taken by an advanced camera. 

This strategy is less expensive and simpler to convey 

than the ultrasound stream sensors. It is one of the 

upsides of this model.  

 

(iii) Provides convenient admonitions to nearby 

partners through on-location sound/visual 

admonitions, an open site, and SMS alarms.  

http://www.ijsrset.com/
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For Image-based stream expectation, an arrangement 

of high-resolution pictures is utilized. These are 

unreasonably huge for off-site transmission to be 

plausible utilizing GSM or GPRS innovations and in 

this way, the strategy is illogical for this sensor 

network. It adds to the weaknesses part of the model.  

 

The GridStix stage requires solid implanted 

equipment. Each GridStix hub depends on the 

Gumstix installed processing stage which contains 400 

MHz Intel XScale PXA255 CPU, 64Mb of RAM, and 

16Mb of blaze memory and an assortment of 

equipment I/O components, empowering association 

with an assortment of sensors. This demonstrates an 

entangled and costly equipment structure which is 

considered a drawback. About force utilization, the 

entire structure runs to the detriment of expanded 

force utilization. This is another burden.  

 

E. Elective Emergency SMS Network  

 

Anthony et al. [5] portrayed an elective network as a 

substitute to the typical correspondence joins which 

are inaccessible during a serious disaster. At the hour 

of disaster, the correspondences for clients inside the 

disaster zone would be near to incomprehensible as a 

result of no portable network (Global System for 

Mobile Communications (GSM), Universal Mobile 

Telecommunications System (UMTS) or Long-Term 

Evolution(LTE)) still individuals need to convey one 

another. So they proposed an elective network for 

keeping up correspondences capacities during 

significant natural disasters and other crisis 

circumstances by a framework that uses Short 

Message Service (SMS) of length up to 7bits over 

Wireless Mesh Sensor Networks (WMSNs). This is 

generally basic and economical. To make this WMSN 

(as in fig.3) they propose a framework utilizing the 

water level sensors. The reconciliation of the two 

noncellular wireless networks for example wireless 

sensor network and wireless work spine is meant as 

Wireless Mesh Sensor Networks (WMSNs). The 

topology was isolated into two zones for example safe 

zone and a disaster zone. The point was to set up the 

interconnections between the WSN inside the 

disaster zone and the portable network framework in 

the protected zone. At the point when a client starts 

correspondence from the disaster zone, the client 

interfaces with the closest by a sensor inside a WSN 

utilizing the specially appointed application through 

WiFi straightforwardly to the sensor.  

 

 
Fig.3 Network engineering of a Wireless Mesh 

Network with a few access modes [5] 

 

The WSN turns into a medium in which gadgets 

convey versatilely and autonomous of the framework 

(For instance The web or portable network) so as to 

trade information between networked items and 

clients in the disaster zone. The information is 

transferred from the WSNs in the disaster zone until 

it arrives at the protected zone WSN and afterward 

the SMSG; at that point, it interconnects with the 

portable network framework SMSC. The SMSC 

transfers the message to the client in the sheltered 

zone One traffic investigation execution strategy was 

introduced for WSN. In the deterministic network 

analytics model; network math is a min-in addition to 

the framework hypothesis for deterministic lining 

frameworks which depends on group topologies. The 

static wireless sensor network comprising of various 

sensor hubs, transferring hubs called group heads (CH) 

and a sink hub.  
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For the unwavering quality of WSNs, they utilized an 

administrator based deterministic execution 

examination strategy to dissect the reconciliation of 

different obligation cycles. In this model, they have 

not concentrated on the security and force utilization 

in sending an SMS through WMSN.  

F. Flood Monitoring and Warning System  

Sunkpho et al. [6] spoke to two principle destinations 

of the created framework which serve an) as a data 

channel for flooding between the included specialists 

and specialists to improve their duties and joint effort 

and b) as an electronic data hotspot for the general 

population, reacting to their requirement for data on 

water condition and flooding in Nakhon Si 

Thammarat, a southern area in Thailand. The created 

framework (as in Fig.4) comprises of three significant 

segments: sensor network, preparing and transmitting 

modules, and database and application server [6]. 

Sensor network measures water level and stream level 

by STAR stream sensor, and precipitation level 

through precipitation sensor by Fischer.  

 

 
Fig.4 The most significant level framework 

engineering [6] 

 

Sensor network measures water level and stream level 

by STAR stream sensor, and precipitation level by 

precipitation sensor by Fischer. The 

handling/transmission unit utilizes GPRS and virtual 

com (empowers application server to speak with the 

remote sensors associated with a GPRS information 

unit (GDU)).GPRS information unit (GDU) acts like a 

link which straightforwardly associated with the 

remote sensors to the application server utilizing PHP 

and JAVA as the web application and MySQL as its 

social database. Database/application servers process 

the deliberate information from the sensor and make 

them available by means of internet browser or on 

the other hand WAP-empowered cell phone.  

 

Sunkpho et al have done a respectable work yet they 

could have improved it by concentrating on the 

unwavering quality, flexibility, security, and effective 

force utilization in the continuous flood observing 

and cautioning framework. In this methodology, 

there is no means are taken with respect to security 

reason. This adds to the inconveniences of this 

created framework.  

 

G. Sensor Energy Autonomy  

Shebli et al [7] depicted a technique to compute the 

measure of vitality utilization by the sensor in a 

network, as per the information stream rate, the 

number of hubs, and the separation between them. 

They proposed an effective decrease in vitality 

utilization inside the straight sensor network. They 

read a vitality model for the vitality devoured by the 

radio connection of every hub. They broke down two 

topologies. The first is with equidistant hubs jump 

and the other one with ideal spaces between the last 

hubs.  

 

In the Energy model, they indicated that the vitality 

in the sensor hub is expended in three primary 

capacity for example securing, correspondence, and 

information handling. They demonstrated that the 

vitality expected to transmit 1KB over a 100m 

separation is roughly comparable to the vitality 

important to complete 3million directions at a speed 

of 100million guidelines every second (MIPS). They 

determined the number of bundles handed-off and 

the all-out vitality cost for the framework. They 

determined ideal transmission go through proficient 

dissemination of separation between the hubs for 

transmission of information. They indicated that the 

complete vitality utilization in a straight sensor 

network might be diminished (by 15% to 38%) 

http://www.ijsrset.com/
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utilizing ideal separating among hubs and proposed 

that the transmitter can powerfully change its 

transmission power. They have not to manage the 

sustainable power sources which could combinedly 

enhance the sensor battery life.  

 

H. Key Energy Consumption 

Halgamuge et al [8] introduced a far-reaching vitality 

model for wireless sensor networks. It depends on 

seven key vitality utilization sources for example 

preparing, correspondence, detecting, transient, 

logging, invitation, and bunch arrangement. A similar 

report on the lifetime of a sensor hub of the far-

reaching model and other existing models is done in 

this paper. The model is utilized to assess vitality 

utilization and hub lifetime for a sensor network with 

a fixed design. The approval is assessed by 

reproduction. The outcome shows that current 

vitality models over-gauge the future of a sensor hub 

by 30–58%.  

 

Further, after two perceptions are taken:  

a) The ideal number of groups increments with the 

expansion of free space blurring vitality  

 

b) Finding the ideal number of groups doesn't matter 

when free space blurring vitality is extremely low 

(under 1670pJ/piece/m2) yet these complexities for 

bigger networks regardless of whether free space 

blurring vitality is low? Rules for productive and solid 

sensor network configuration just as an expansion to a 

sensor network with pivoting group heads are given.  

 

The complete vitality model and its application are 

pertinent to a general sensor network with a fixed 

group and single-jump transmission yet there is no 

conversation about the multi bounce transmission.  

 

I. GIS-based Wireless Sensor Network 

Ahmad et al. [9] presented a comprehensive study of 

flood analysis and prediction using Geographical 

Information system (GIS) i.e. they are using an Arc 

GIS simulation tool to identify pre and post-disaster 

flood risk analysis and an Ad hoc wireless Sensor 

Network Architecture. A model is proposed for flood 

risk analysis and prediction for calculating the impact 

of flood damage in disaster-hit regions. In this 

research study various geographical information 

Systems that are designed for Flood disaster 

management are focused and necessary input 

parameters including soil moisture, air pressure, the 

direction of the wind, humidity, and rainfall are 

analyzed. The proposed model is a very helpful model 

in predicting the upcoming disasters and to helps 

emergency and rescue authorities to take necessary 

actions for saving a life when the critical condition 

arises. The Proposed network Architecture for Flood 

risk Analysis consists of three subtypes given as [9] 

 

i) Wireless sensor network field, 

ii) GIS-based Emergency Response Data Base server 

and 

iii) Remote sensing and satellite-based infrastructure. 

 

They have also proposed a mathematical model for 

flood analysis and prediction based on air temperature 

(T), humidity level (H), air pressure (P), wind speed 

(W), snowmelt (S), rainfall (R), runoff process (Ro), 

time scale (t) as input parameters to find the flood 

prediction factor (y). They took the high (H) and low 

value (L) of each input parameter in the mathematical 

model to predict flood by formulating a mathematical 

equation. 

 

The outcomes of the research study focus on the 

integration of GIS with wireless sensor networks in 

flood analysis and prediction along with the deep 

literature review. A framework model is proposed for 

flood risk analysis. The simulation for flood 

forecasting in different regions of Sind province using 

ARC GIS simulation tool is performed.  

 

J. Least Irrigation Control System 

Jadoon et al [10] presented the least-cost framework 

of irrigation control systems based on sensor 

networks for efficient water management in Pakistan. 
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As that there exists a direct relationship between 

irrigation and growth per yield of agriculture which 

implies the high demand of water in the country is 

directly proportional to scares water resources so 

efficient management and maintenance of water 

resources and controlling the water wastage is 

required for agriculture. The proposed wireless sensor 

for the irrigation control system will monitor four 

important environmental parameters like moisture, 

temperature, humidity, soil moisture, etc for the 

efficient management of water. 

 

A prototype for irrigation control using a sensor 

network is proposed. This model continuously 

monitors concentrated area through sensors by 

sensing the environmental parameters like 

temperature, ambient light, humidity, soil moisture, 

etc in an interval of 20minute. Depending on the 

sensed value the area which is facing the shortage of 

water is detected. By adopting this approach the 

water is not wasted and water could be distributed to 

only those areas which need it. Several sensor nodes 

are deployed throughout the field. The aggregated 

data is processed and its packet is formed that 

contains Destination ID of the sink node aka target 

location of the packet. In this way, water shortage 

that happens because of mismanagement can be 

controlled. The important characteristics of the 

irrigation model include:: less time required for the 

transformation of data, proper decision making, 

communicated primitives that provide addressing for 

sensor networks, authentication of nodes, next hope 

forwarding, and redundancy & fault tolerance. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 

The prediction models presented in this paper is an 

effective model which helps in forestalling flood 

because of abrupt flush out of overabundance water at 

blast at once. In this model the water at blast is 

flushed from the torrent in a controlled way with the 

goal that flood in the plain zone won't happen. The 

benefits of this model are that we are utilizing least 

number of parameter. We are additionally including 

the less battery vitality utilization technique. This 

model is a financially savvy model. Consequently this 

can be sent by creating and poor nation to retaliate 

with flood. 
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